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Introduction to VENZO_



About us
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The VENZO_ house
Different specialties
But same direction.

15
Years in the making, 

established in 2007

220+
Full-time

employees

We  are  an  

eco-system  of  

autonomous teams  

specializing  in  

Business  consulting, 

Technology and  

Security.

100+
Customers across public 

and private sector

VENZO_



Strategy & Enablement
Navigate the digital future with confidence 
and successfully overcome the most difficult 
challenges. Together.

We help organizations transform through:
– Strategy & Business Design
– Leadership & Change
– Agility & Operational Excellence
– Decision Intelligence

Digital Life & Cloud
Enable your employees with productivity 

anywhere and deliver seamlessly connected, 

scalable and secure applications.

We help organizations transform through: 

− Modern Workplace,

− Enterprise Applications

− Data & Application Platforms

− Trusted Hybrid Architecture & IoT

Automation & AI
Get rid of busywork and gain insights that 

yield better and faster decisions with the latest 

data, analytics and automation technologies.

We help organizations transform through:

− Hype automation & Processes

− Actionable Analytics & Predictive 

Algorithms

− Data Hub & Pipelines

− Integration & Connectivity

Trust & Security
Make security work for your organization and 

prioritize your activities from your risk and 

maturity level. We can take you all the way –

both with advisory, implementation of 

technology platforms and managed services:

We help organizations transform through:

− Governance, Risk & Compliance

− Managed Detection & Response

− Identity & Access Management 

− Security Advisory & Design

−

Service areas 
across VENZO

We are problem solvers in 
the digital space with a 
sleeves-up attitude.

Our offerings
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The agenda

So what are we actually 
talking about? 

Is this change ”new” or
is change the new 
normal?
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Topics

Changed security landscape

REGULATIONS

INCREASED ATTACK SURFACES ATTACKERS THINK IN GRAPHS

COMPENTENCIES & CAPACITY



Why we are here
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2022 Study: 
50% Of SMBs 

Have A 
Cybersecurity 
Plan In Place

2021 was a breakout 

year for ransomware as 

the cybersecurity attack 

vector hit individuals and 

organizations around the 

world. It's a trend that 

will continue in 2022 

and beyond.

In 2021, the 
average number 

of cyberattacks 
and data 
breaches 

increased by 
15.1% from the 
previous year.

The most 
common causes 
of cyber-attacks 

are malware 
(22%) and 

phishing (20%)

Governments will be more 

involved. Gartner 

predicted that nation-states 

are likely to enact legislation 

about ransomware payments. 

In 2021, Gartner estimated 

that only 1% of global 

governments have rules 

around ransomware, with a 

forecast for that to grow to 

30% by 2025.

82 percent of 
CIOs believe 
their software 
supply chains 
are vulnerable

Decrease from 

the 44% of 

victims that paid 

ransomware 

demands in the 

third quarter of 

2020.

Ransomware as a 

service(RaaS).

Gone are the days 

when every attacker 

had to write their 

own ransomware 

code and run a 

unique set of 

activities

Alarming Cyber Statistics For Mid-Year 2022 That You Need To Know (forbes.com)

Ransomware Trends, Statistics and Facts in 2022 (techtarget.com)

https://www.forbes.com/sites/chuckbrooks/2022/06/03/alarming-cyber-statistics-for-mid-year-2022-that-you-need-to-know/?sh=44105d707864
https://www.techtarget.com/searchsecurity/feature/Ransomware-trends-statistics-and-facts


Competencies & Capacity
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The Capacity Gap

1
Recruiting & Retaining cyber 

security talents can be 
challenging

2
The salary level is boosted & 

challenges the cost for an 
organization

1 Ensure leaders that can lead & inspire the specialist

2 For SMB’s outsource your security efforts

3 Build up talents – invest in trainees, interns and juniors

3
New work functions requires 

upskilling and there is a lack of 
experienced candidates



Compliance

The Regulatory scene
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Regulations

Dont panic 

The increased focus  that 
comes from the governments 
and EU i.e. NIS2 should be used 
as the best business case to 
get in control. ☺

Stick to standard frameworks 
and best practices.



Increased attack surfaces

The Attack Surface is increasing 
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https://iot-analytics.com/number-connected-iot-devices/

The number of 
unmanaged IoT/OT 
devices is increasing

https://iot-analytics.com/number-connected-iot-devices/


As enterprises embrace digital 
transformation to enhance operational 
efficiency, the air-gap that once existed 
between IT and OT has disappeared, 
increasing the attack surface and risk. 

Digital Transformation 
is accelerating



Protecting your enterprise of things

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/defender-for-iot/device-builders/overview
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/azure-defender-for-iot/#features


Top IoT/OT challenges for CIOs & CISOs

IoT adoption and risk

68%
organizations say IoT/OT is critical 

to supporting business innovation 

and other strategic goals1

60%
view IoT/OT security as one 

of the least secured aspects 

of their IT/OT infrastructure1

31%
of organizations slowing, limiting, or have 

stopped the adoption of IoT/OT projects 

due to security concerns1

Technology gaps

71% of lack a complete inventory 

of its IoT/OT devices1

70%
have low or average confidence that IoT 

devices are secure (i.e.: vulnerabilities 

mitigated, securely configured)1

61%
have low or average confidence 

in the ability to identify whether IoT devices 

are compromised1

1. The State of IoT/OT Cybersecurity in Enterprise Organizations, Ponemon Institute, October 2021



Challenges to address

IoT/OT asset discovery

What devices do we have and how 
are they communicating?

Risk and vulnerability management

What are risks and mitigations impacting 

our crown jewel assets?

Continuous IoT/OT threat monitoring,

incident response and threat intelligence

How do we detect and respond to IoT/OT threats in 

our network?

Operational efficiency

How do we identify the root cause of malfunctioning 

or misconfigured equipment?

Unified IT/OT security monitoring 

and governance

How do we break down IT/OT silos?

How do we leverage existing workflows 

and tools to centralize IT/OT security in our SOC?

How do we demonstrate to auditors that we have 

a safety- and security-first environment?



Microsoft Sentinel (SIEM) & Defender 365 (XDR)

Visibility across all segments Agentless Immediate value

Defender for IoT

SPAN port/Network 

Traffic Analysis (NTA)

Defender for IoT 

network sensor

IT or IoT 

Network

Corporate IT 
environment

Defender for 

Endpoint

OT 

Network

OT 
environment

Passive

Sentinel

EIoT*



Attackers thinks in graphs
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Attackers pivot, zigzag & sidestep



Defenders need integrated teams & tools to 
stop them
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We need to address these challenges

Multiple to 
singletons

Post-breach 
to Pre-breach

Perimeter silos 
to coordinated 

defenses

Alerts 
to incidents

MUST



Applications & CloudIdentitiesEndpointsEmail & Collab
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All modern attacks are crossing modalities
Nobelium (SolarWinds) 

Initial access

1. Malicious email 

with links

5. DCSync to get the 

AD FS account

3. Weaponized 

document downloads

4. Mimikatz to get 

Domain Admin creds
8. Forge SAML Token

2. Karla clicks link 6. Export ADFS Token 

Signing Certificate

9. Request Access 

Token with SAML Token 

for Microsoft Graph

10. Grant OAuth 

permissions to Application

12. Request Access Token 

with SAML Token

13. Access account 

mailbox via Graph API

Attacker

Karla’s mailbox

WORKSTATION6

(with service running 

under Domain Admin)

Credential access , Privilege escalationCode execution, lateral movement

AD FS server

Persistence, collection

Pedro account

(can access resources in Azure)

OAuth application

11. Add Credentials to 

OAuth Application

7. Transfer the ADFS token 

Signing Certificate to 

attacker infrastructure
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A Graph for the Defender



There is always something you can do to minimize the threat

1. Maintain a security program.
Ransomware is just one of many risks that IT users face. Having multiple layers of 
defense is a key best practice. 

2. Consider advanced protection technologies.
The use of extended detection and response can help identify potential risks that could 
lead to ransomware exploitation.

3. Educate employees.
Often, its users clicking on something that they shouldn't that can lead to infection. 

4. Patch regularly.
Ransomware code often targets known vulnerabilities. By keeping software and 
hardware updated, an attack vector can be eliminated.

5. Perform frequent backups of critical data.
Ransomware's target is data. By having reliable backups, the risk of losing data can be 
minimized.

6. Drill your business continuity plans. 
Best practice procedures in a folder needs to be simulated, this is the best way to 
prepare and mature your organization.
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Wrap up

The changed security 
landscape is a new 
normal and something all 
organizations must 
adapt to. 
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Thank you for your time

cybersecurity@venzo.com

18/11-2022
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